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Oﬃcial hangar opening

In the service for UN

Meet our crews

Did you know AMC Aviation is in the service for United Nations
Mission in Africa? The AMC supports organizations providing
humanitarian aid in Africa. AMC aviation successfully passed
the audit of the Polish Civil Aviation Authority at the service
base in Uganda in Entebbe. Thanks to this, AMC has extended
the EASA Part 145 certiﬁcation, which allows maintenance on
registered aircraft in the European Union. Aircraft such as
Cessna Carawan (C208) serves successfully for humanitarian
relief in countries such as South Sudan and Uganda.
Their main task is to deliver to locations where land is diﬃcult
to reach, loads of food, medicines, vaccines or seeds.

We are happy to announce this month we have oﬃcially opened our newly
refurbished Hangar 13 based at the Modlin airport. Thanks to cooperation
with Gulfstream and BMW Poland we managed to invite great guests
and host adorable evening. Thanks to airport authorities we were able
to organize a important event in the airport surveillance area.

Meet our Crews
members and call us
for your next itinerary!

Bolkow 105 helicopter under our CAMO
We are so proud to have real ﬂying enthusiasts
among our clients! Just managed to get
Bolkow 105 acrobatic helicopter under our
management. No no its not for charter but
for making breath taking shows in the air.
We have an honour to work with Maria Mus
who is the only female acro heli pilot in Poland.
See how glamorous she looks in the air!

Aleksandra Mikoszek
Flight Attendant

Ewa Niżnikowska
Flight Attendant

Unforgettable season
Thanks to our sales team,
operations and crews we have
managed to achieve historical
hight in terms of segments sold
and ﬂown in summer 2017!
We took clients to all fancy places
as well as small retreat destinations.
Thank you TEAM!

Aleksandra Chorążka
Flight Attendant

